We present an algorithm for solving a general min-cut, twoway partitioning problem subject to timing constraints. The problem is formulated as a constrained programming problem and solved in two phases: cut-set minimization and timing satisfaction. A mathematical programming technique based on iterative quadratic programming (TPIQ) is used to j n d an approximate solution to the constrained problem. When the timing constraints are too strict to have a feasible solution, node replication is used to satisfy the constraints. Experimental results on ISCAS89 benchmark suite show that TPIQ can solve the timing-driven bipartitioning problem with little impact on the chip size.
Introduction
Partitioning plays an important role in VLSI physical design. It affects not only the efficiency of the subsequence design processes, but also the overall circuit performance. In the past, most of the partitioning algorithms focused on minimizing the cut size. With the advances in CMOS process technologies, the difference between intra-part delays (intemal delay) and interpart delays (external delay) increases. A partitioning solution which results in cutting the critical paths of a circuit too many times may not meet the timing requirements of that system. Thus, a timing-driven partitioning algorithm for a high performance circuit must reduce the cut size as well as minimize the number of times the critical paths are cut.
The main source of difficulty in timing-driven partitioning is the need for considering all paths of the circuit at the same time. Without this global view, minimizing the delays of some critical paths may result in creating other critical paths. Most of the bipartitioning techniques which are reported in the literature are based on Fiduccia-Mattheyses (FM) algorithm [1]- [5] . FM-based heuristics maintain a local view of the circuit and hence do not appear to be suitable for handling the timing constraints [6] . Other approaches [7] -[ 111 have been proposed to cope with this problem. The methods in [7] - [9] focus on delay improvement only whereas the computational efficiency of the methods in [lo] [ 1 I] is a concem.
In this paper, we propose a general timing-driven bipartitioning algorithm called TPIQ. The idea used in TPIQ is to transform the Boolean quadratic programming formulation of a timing-driven partitioning problem to an iterative quadratic programming problem in continuous space. By incrementally constraining the variables, the solution will gradually converge to discrete space. TPIQ consists of two phases. The first phase formulates the problem as a capacityconstrained quadratic programming problem which aims at minimizing the cut size without considering the timing This research was supported in part by the Semiconductor Research Corporation under contract no. 98-DJ-606.
constraints. The second phase starts with the result of phase I as the initial solution and identifies nodes which violate the timing constraints. These critical nodes are reassigned in a way similar to phase I, but this time under appropriately enforced timing constraints.
In both phases, a unified technique based on iterative quadratic programming (IQP) is used. IQP simulates the Boolean quadratic programming by iteratively adding extra edges to connect nodes in the circuit to two dummy fixed nodes: one placed at 1, and the other placed at 0. The final solutions of IQP are moved to either 1 or 0 if the assignments meet the timing constraints. Otherwise, the nodes remain floating between 0 and 1. Nodes with non-binary final solution are replicated and assigned to both parts so as to minimize delay. This algorithm was tested on MCNC ISCAS89 benchmark suite ranging from 554 to 23,949 nodes. The result indicates that TPIQ is capable of minimizing cut size while meeting the delay requirements with negligible node replication.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the problem. Section 3 presents the iterative quadratic programming partitioning technique. The formulation of constraints and the replication method are given in section 4. Section 5 provides our experimental results. Section 6 concludes this paper and describes further research directions.
Problem Statement
The timing-driven partitioning problem can be stated as follows. Consider a circuit (combinational or sequential) which is represented by a directed graph G=(Y E). Each node vi E V has a weight 6(vi) which specifies the intrinsic delay associated with vi. Each edge (vi, vj) E E has a wiring delay d(vi, v,). If (vi, v . ) is cut, d ( v , vj)=D where D is the external delay, otherwise, d(vi, vj) is the intemal delay inside a part. The problem is to partition the nodes into two groups so as to minimize the cut size while satisfying the user-specified timing and capacity constraints. This problem can be simplified further by replacing the intemal delays with a constant d. This simplification is often justified since the location of nodes in a part and the lengths of connections within a part are unknown at this stage. tion of c (p,6) . For the timing constrained problem, each primary output node or the input of a register is annotated with a required time. A critical path is a path whose output arrival time exceeds the specified required time. To eliminate the critical paths, every c (~, * ) must be within a range so that ddvij is smaller than or equal to the corresponding required time.
Iterative Quadratic Programming
Let c=[c,$Nfl denote the adjacency matrix of a graph G. where cy is the connectivity weight or the cost between nodes vi and vi. An assignment function cp(vi) assigns vi to either part 0 or part 1:
The objective function is defined as: The matrix Q which appears in the quadratic term is positive semi-definite hence the functionflx) is convex. In spite of the removal of the binary restriction for xi's, a final feasible solution for this problem is one in which every xi E (0, 1 }. To encourage xi to converge to a binary value, an attractive force from boundary 0 or 1 is added. The attractive force comes from two fixed dummy nodes: vso which is fixed at 0 and vSI which is fixed at 1.
We give some terminology first. An anchored node is a node which is connected to exactly one fixed node. Afree node is a node which does not connect to any fixed node. Let P,9 = (the set of anchored nodes which connect to vso), PI = (the set of anchored nodes which connect to vs,), Pf = (the set of free nodes].
If the solution xi of one iteration of the quadratic program is "close" to 0, vi is likely to be assigned to Po Therefore, an extra edge is added to connect vso and vi, and vi becomes a leftanchored node. A neighborhood region Ro is used to determine whether vi is "close" enough to be attracted to vso. Similarly if xi falls into a neighborhood region R I , it becomes a rightanchored node. If no node falls into Ro or R I , a node which is closest to 1 or 0 is selected to be anchored. The new configuration is passed as input to the next iteration of quadratic program until all nodes are anchored to either vso or vsl. The objective functionflX) for the new configuration is:
is the weight of the edge connecting an anchored node to its respective fixed node. It must be large enough to ensure that every xi converges to the boundary values. At the same time, it should not be too large to overshadow the first term. We thus seek a minimum c,, such that the second term in the above equation is always equal to or greater than the first term.
Each vi E P I contributes g(xi, xi) to the objective function: 
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If we differentiate g(xi, xj) with respect to xi, and let g'(xi,xj)=O, then we obtain:
When vi is anchored to P I and all the other vis (cii # 0) are anchored to Po, the c,, for vi is 2.2+ j=I..N. Hence, in the worst case, the minimum c,, for vi must be equal to or larger than 2.Xccii to ensure vi will have a final solution of 1. We can In TPIQ, we adopt a new weight function which calculates the cy weights according to the number of anchored nodes of nets. A net is represented by the clique model. Assuming that the probability distribution for the combinations of assigning free nodes to either side is uniform, then the weight is defined as the reciprocal of the expected value for the net to be cut. Let nssm be the sum of cut edges of all assignment combinations for a net nk which connects n nodes. Note that n,,, is free nodes, and Nka is the number of anchored nodes connected to exactly one fixed node in nk The weight cii of every node pairs in nk is defined as:
Nkf/(nk,sum) if one or more nodes are anchored to exactly one fixed node if at least one node is left-anchored and at least one node is right-anchored A net which connects more nodes has a higher probability of being cut, hence, the weight function gives edges in a larger net smaller weights.
The selection of the first node to be anchored affects the convergence speed of TPIQ. A heuristic is to draw a denser cluster in the graph to one side as early as possible. The way we implement this heuristic is to choose the node with the largest degree as the first anchored node.
4.Timing Constraints
Path delay in TPIQ is determined by block-oriented timing analysis [12] . The timing constraints are:
arrival time for any intemal node vi:
aj=max(ai + d(vi,vj) + S(vJ I V(vi,vj) E E )
The values of arrival time for the primary inputs (PI) or the outputs of registers (PPI, pseudo PI) and the values of required time for primary output (PO) or the input of registers (PPO, pseudo PO) are specified by the user. We have the following inequalities for PI (PPI) and PO (PPO): is 2~Min+2~Nreg+Njnp,,+No,p,,~+2~N+2. The complexity of solving a convex quadratic program with linear constraints depends on the number of Newton steps required to compute a feasible solution. In our implementation, we adopted LOQO [ 131 as the quadratic program solver. Generally speaking, LOQO finds an optimal solution for a convex quadratic program within 200 steps.
Floating-Node Replication
Min-cut, min-delay replication problem is to determine a set of nodes to replicate between two parts so as to minimize the cut size 1 6 1 and satisfy the timing constraints. It is possible that TPIQ may not have a feasible final solution (i.e. xi E (0, 1 )
V xi E n. The solution of TPIQ can differentiate the nodes which violate the timing constraints from those which do not. After all the nodes are anchored, some nodes may not have solutions of 1 or 0 because of the timing constraints. The nodes whose final solutions are between (0, 1) are called floating nodes.
Consider Figure 1 -a where the floating node ni receives inputs from both parts and sends its output to both parts. Let the solid and the dashed arrows indicate two critical timing path. If we move ni to either part, one of the critical paths is cut twice. If we replicate this node as shown in Figure 1 -b, then each critical path is cut only once. We also use floating-node expansion or reduction to resolve timing violations. Details are omitted due to space limitation.
Experimental Results
The simulation was executed based on the unit delay model [7] . This delay model assumes that the extemal delay is one and ignores the intemal delay and gate delay. The simulation assumed all nodes have unit size. The area balance criterion is 45% to 55% before node replication. Choosing the range of neighborhood regions is an accuracyhn-time trade-off. We chose Rp [O, 0.21, and RI=[0.8, 13 .
The algorithm was tested on ISCAS89 benchmarks [14] . Table 1 respectively. TPIQ phase I is superior to CLIP by 16.9% on the average and inferior to ML-c by 6.8%. The real advantage of TPIQ is however in its ability to minimize the cut size subject to given timing constraints as will be illustrated in Table 2 . The other algorithms cannot perform this task. 
Conclusion
We proposed a timing-driven partitioning algorithm TPIQ. The results of TPIQ demonstrates that by incorporating timing constraints into the partitioning and using replication algorithm we can achieve a min-cut partitioning solution which satisfies the delay target for the circuit.
Currently, we are using TPIQ as the partitioner of a timing-driven placement system. By restricting the number of cuts of critical paths, we hope to achieve the delay minimization.
